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Greetings from the Department of Physics and Geology at NKU! I hope
this newsletter finds you healthy, happy, and still pursuing your dreams,
and maybe even realizing some. There is much news in this newsletter.
We have new faculty, new facilities, and many successes. This newsletter
gives a small subset of the many activities that our faculty and students
Scott Nutter participate in over the course of a year.
This year I have been Interim Chair of the Department, after Dr. John Filaseta served
for four years. This makes me a placeholder, in essence, for a more permanent person. We
found that person in Dr. Michael Roth, who will begin as Chair of the Department on July
1, 2014. I know Dr. Roth from when we were both faculty at Eastern New Mexico University
many (I’m not saying how many!) years ago.
Dr. Roth has been a software engineer at DISTek Integration, Inc, in Cedar Falls, IA since
May 2012, and before that was a faculty member at the University of Northern Iowa. His
PhD was obtained in 1992 from the University of Colorado. He specializes in computer
simulations in a number of areas. Dr. Roth will be working with the new Dean of the College
of Arts & Sciences, Dr. Katherine Frank, to administer our programs, manage our growth,
and shape our vision.
Changes happen fast on most University campuses, and NKU is no exception. We have
seen the completion of the plaza beautification project this spring. The result is quite
remarkable and worth a visit. Future facilities improvements include a remodeling of the
Health Center (funded by the student body), a Health Innovations Center (which will be
located smack dab in the middle of the faculty parking lot adjacent to the Science Center),
and, most excitingly, a new observatory!
The new observatory will be located on the top of Founder’s Hall, and is funded primarily
with private monies. Our primary donors are longtime department supporters David & Julie
Schneider. We thank them for making it possible. The observatory will be a small building
with a sliding roof, eight telescope mounts, and a control room for remote operations in the
top floor of Founders. This will be a fabulous facility for outreach, instruction, and research.
We also have a new faculty member coming on board. Dr. Nathan De Lee will be our
astronomer starting in fall 2014. He has been a Visiting Assistant Professor at the University
of Nebraska at Kearney this past year. His research interests center around variable stars,
exoplanets, and the formation history of the Milky Way and the Local Group galaxies.
De Lee obtained his PhD from Michigan State University in Astronomy & Astrophysics in
2008, and has held postdoctoral positions at University of Florida and Vanderbilt University,
where he retains strong research contacts on the KELT project. Dr. De Lee will be joining
us with an active grant on the APOGEE experiment. He also has many plans for follow up

measurements to KELT, SDSS, and APOGEE which utilize the
new observatory.
We have many successes this year to tell you about, only
some of which are in this newsletter. They include a big
outreach effort in the planetarium (over 7400 people attended
shows). Amazing things are happening in our EGT program
– from automated riding lawn mowers to a student receiving
a Katie Couric Dream Award. Geology faculty have taken
students to top notch research facilities and continue their
strong field experiences.
The future holds challenges and opportunities. We continue
to manage the phenomenal growth in Engineering Technology,
while expecting that growth to yield some additional resources

in the near future. Opportunities exist in Geology in growing
the geophysics program to even more field experiences and
add some theory courses, so that students will be better
prepared for graduate programs in the area. In Physics, we will
explore potential growth areas, such as adding Engineering
Physics or Applied Physics.
Our biggest successes are each student we graduate. We
want to congratulate all of our recent graduates. Best wishes
and best of luck as you start applying the knowledge and
skills you have learned while a student here. We have enjoyed
working with and teaching you, and hope to hear of your
successes and adventures over time. Write to us. We always
like to hear from you.
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Scott Meadows, BS
Samantha Caldwell (left)
Outstanding Service Award
Michaela Mitchell (right)
Outstanding Senior of the Year

Kevon Reis, BS
Robert Smith, BS

Geology Alumni News
this summer to excavate Permian
marine vertebrate fossils. We will also be
excavating in Cretaceous aged chalks,
again for marine vertebrate fossils.
Last summer, I worked as an intern at
Ashfall Fossil Beds in Royal, Nebraska.
About 12 million years ago, the
Yellowstone caldera was located in
southwestern Idaho and it erupted,
spreading a blanket of ash over a
very large area. One or two feet of
this powdered glass covered the flat
savannah-like grasslands of what is
now northeastern Nebraska. The Ashfall
skeletons are found in an ancient
waterhole. Fossil evidence at the site
reveals complete, articulated skeletons
MICHAELA MITCHELL - I have been
accepted to the Master’s program in
Earth and Environmental Sciences
at Wright State University. I have
been awarded a Graduate Teaching
Assistantship for the fall as well as an
Early Start Assistantship so that I can
begin my research in the summer. I will
be focusing on vertebrate paleontology
and will be going on a trip to Kansas

Geology Faculty

of large mammals, birds, and turtles, as
well as seeds of grasses and trees.
During my time at Ashfall, I discovered
a new rhino skeleton, as well as the
leg bone of a mole, which turned out
to be a new species to the ash bed.
The picture on the top left shows me
working in the lab, piecing together a
fragmented lower molar of a rhino. The
picture above shows part of an ash bed
and what has been excavated so far. The
picture on the lower left is of the rhino
jaw that I uncovered.
ANGELA RUSSO - earned her M.S. In
Geoscience from UNLV in December,
2013 – congratulations Angela!

Geology Graduates
SUMMER 2013
Jessica Napier, BA
Christina Rebholz, BS
FALL 2013
Joseph Mcmullen, BA
SPRING 2014
Stephanie Burke, BA
Samantha Caldwell, BS
Jessica Damron, BS

From left: Sam Boateng, Janet Bertog, John Rockaway, Sarah Johnson.

Danielle Daugherty, BS
Ryan Doyle, BA
Eric Fischer, BS
Dakota Mackey, BS
Michaela Mitchell, BS
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Using Geophysics to Detect
New Cave Passages
at M ammoth Cave National Park
By T homas Brackman
The Laboratory for Applied GeophysSubsequent ERT survey lines will be
Mammoth Cave is a world Heritage
ics applied for and was awarded an
moved in parallel lines placed perpendic- site and as such needs to be protected.
Undergraduate Research Council Award
ular to the strike of the cave entrance.
Current threats to the world Heritage
for research into detection of deep unData sets are collected and processed
site are numerous and include pressures
located passages of Mammoth Cave.
in the field allowing for modification of
from highway petroleum and hazardSarah Lott and Nate Shields will each
the survey design in real time (Brackman
ous materials spills, polluted storm
receive $500.00. In addition, Sarah Jones
2000). If a section of the cave is seen in
water runoff, unregulated and poorly
and Catherine Sosso
functioning septic
will each receive a
systems, and agri$1400 UR STEM
cultural pollutants
award. The purpose
including pesticides
of this research is to
and herbicides and
use the noninvasive
non-point source
geophysical method
pollution from farm
of electrical resistivanimals. Unknown
ity tomography (ERT)
portions cannot be
to locate unknown
protected if their
sections of The River
location is unknown.
Styx at Mammoth
In addition to being
Cave National Park
a world heritage
while allowing stusite Mammoth Cave
dents the to improve
is also home to
their critical thinking
countless biological
skills by applying
species.
classroom theory to
Two cross sections
real world situations.
were conducted
We will use the
over the River Styx
geophysical method
during December of
Map showing location of two-dimensional cross sections across the River Styx.
of ERT to map a
2013 (see figure).
Lower image shows baseline geophysical properties across and just above the
two-dimensional
Inferred locations of
cave opening. Circle indicates the inferred location of the River Styx. Upper
slice of the geocave lie within the
image is the first parallel "leap frog" line with black circle indicating inferred
physical properties
black circles. Future
location of cave.
at a known location
studies will continue
of a cave passage providing a baseline
one ERT line and not in an adjacent line
the leapfrog style of detection. The data
data set. Baselines are determined by the
it is highly likely the passage has made
show possible locations of other caves.
type of cave present. Water filled voids
an abrupt turn along a complementary
However, gravimetric studies would be
are predominately conductive from the
stress fracture. An ERT survey line can
required to narrow the location of caves
water and ions present and the limestone
then be conducted perpendicular to
and determine the difference between
bedrock is resistive due to the lack of
previous lines and on either side of the
dry cave, wet caves and competent
moisture. Air filled caves are resistive but
previously mapped passage. The geolimestone.
the signal is orders of magnitude larger
physical signature is relocated and the
than the signal of surrounding material.
leap frog testing procedure is continued.
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Baja 2014
Norse Baja wrapped up another buggy build for their competition in Peoria Illinois on June 4th - 7th. They started out the
season with a successful race at Louisville for Midnight Mayhem V. The rest of the year has been spent designing, fabricating,
testing and driving the new buggy for their upcoming international SAE student competition. They finished the competition near
the top half of entries.
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NKU Student Geologists
Win Regional Awards
1ST PLACE FOR AT KAS MEETING

Jess Damron, class of 2014, won first place for her oral presentation in Geology at the 2014 Kentucky Academy of Science
meeting. In recent years countless cemeteries throughout the country have fallen into neglect. It was brought to the
attention of the Northern Kentucky University Laboratory for Applied Geophysics that a northern Kentucky church has
discovered such a cemetery very near their church. The church leaders wished to restore the headstones and mark the
grave sites that have been moved over the years by landowners and natural erosional processes. A 3-dimensional Electrical
Resistivity array was used to see if locations of the bodies could be determined.

WINNER OF KENTUCKY AIPG STUDENT AWARD

Sarah Lott is the winner of the 2014 Annual Student Award from the Kentucky Section of the American Institute of
Professional Geologists. Her award letter states that “Her commitment to academic excellence and dedication to the study
of geology should be commended and are indicative of the ambition and drive worthy of this award”.

Kentucky Academy
of Science

Physics Faculty

GEOLOGY-GEOPHYSICS
Emergency Response to a Collapse Roadway on Karst
Topography to Determine Hazards Using Electrical Resistivity.
SARAH R. LOTT, ASH EYLER
The Geophysical method of Electrical Resistivity was used
immediately after a sinkhole collapse on Route 209 near Carter
Caves State Resort Park to determine the subsurface conditions.
Resistivity was used to locate possible void space, zones of
saturation and compare these to geological parameters.
Preliminary results show definite voids and possible water filled
passages. Final results will be presented during the presentation
GEOPHYSICAL STUDY OF A DROPSTONE
THOMAS BRACKMAN1, MARIE COOPER2
1 Northern Kentucky University
2 Cardno ATC Inc.
A geophysical survey using electrical resistivity and Ground
Penetrating Radar was conducted over a pre-Cambrian drop
stone. The Dropstone is located near Morehead KY and is located
in Devonian shale. The purpose of the survey was to determine
how deep into the shales the stone penetrated and if any small
scale features associated with the stones initial impact could
be imaged. Results will be presented and improvements on
obtaining improved data will be examined.
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From left: John Filaseta, Sharmanthie Fernando,
Matthew Zacate, Scott Nutter, Karl Vogler,
Chari Ramkumar, Wayne Bresser

Physics Alumni News
VINCENT C. CAMPBELL - has been accepted to UC, with
waiver, T.A., and a rather acceptable stipend. “I will begin my
Grad School Career in High Energy Experimental Particle Physics
in the Fall. I'm very excited, and, over the summer, I will be
tutored to get up to the U.C. level of courses in Quantum and
Relativity. I've also been selected, by the Department Head, for
a Research Assistantship over the summer investigating CPviolation. I also wanted to take the moment to say that the
biggest factor in my success at NKU has been the support of
you wonderful Professors. For everything you've done to help
me, and other students, succeed here, wanted to say I thank
you. I owe everything to you, and I will always be grateful."
MARK FEIN - has been accepted into Indiana UniversityPurdue University for their PhD program in physics. He
will begin in the Fall of 2014, and has received a teaching
assistantship of $20k/year.
MICHAEL FUEHNER - I did get two job offers! I accepted the
one from Parker Hannifin.
I don't know yet where I will relocate to, but I will definitely
be moving out of the area (but in the USA). I am now officially
a Quality Control Engineering Trainee in a two year rotational
program. I rotate positions every six months from Quality,
Lean, Supply Chain and Customer Service. They are training
individuals to be capable of moving up very fast as positions
become available.

BRANDON HANKS - After I graduated late 2007, I got a job
with a airborne mapping company ("Flight Landata"). They sent
me to Afghanistan for 3 years, where I used state of the art
high resolution CCDs & LIDAR to make maps of the developing
infrastructure in the country. I then moved to Boston, where
I've been since. I mainly teach mapping techniques to junior
engineers and supervise aerial mapping operations across the
world (I've worked extensively in North America, South America,
Africa, Europe, and the Middle East). I even brought on fellow
NKU physics alumni Justin Williams (from 2010-2012, then he
went to grad school) and Sean Bodine (since 2013) to assist our
efforts, and both were fantastic additions to our team.
Also I just got married! I met my wife here in Boston and she's
from north Vietnam, so we last month we went with a group of
our friends there to have a wedding. We did it traditional style;
it was a real blast!
JUSTIN WILLIAMS - I graduated from NKU in 2010 with a BS
in Physics and Mathematics. I’m currently a Master’s degree
student at Rochester Institute of Technology, studying Imaging
Science; Digital Image Processing.
I also work at Meyer Tool in Cincinnati, OH as a Research
Engineer/Continuous Improvement Engineer. In a nutshell
I build, program, document and test prototype systems to
provide a solution to problems or improve current processes. My
primary focus is automated NDT of turbine engine components
following machining i.e. testing feature integrity and airflow.
This requires software programming, hardware design, robotics,
digital image processing and data analysis.

Physics Faculty News
DR. SHARMANTHIE FERNANDO

PAPERS IN REVIEW PROCESS

Dr. Fernando continued to do research on Einstein’s theory
of gravity and black holes. During the year 2013-2014, she
published 4 papers in reputed journals. Two other are in the
review process. She had three research students: Kevon Reis,
Scott Meadows and Tyler Clark. Kevon Reis and Scott Meadows
were supported by a Project Grant funded by NKU.

1)“Null trajectories and bending of light in charged black holes
with quintessence,” S. Fernando, Scott Meadows and Kevon
Reis, Submitted to International Journal of Modern Physics D

PAPERS PUBLISHED IN 2013-2014(SINGLE AUTHOR)

1.“Quasi-normal modes of a spin 0 particle around a black
hole with massive gravity”, Tyler Clark, Celebration of Research,
2014 April NKU.

1)“Cold, ultracold and Nariai black holes with quintessence,” S.
Fernando, General Relativity and Gravitation (45) 2053 (2013)
2)“Born-Infeld-de Sitter gravity: Cold, ultracold and Nariai black
holes,” S. Fernando, International Journal of Modern Physics D
22, 13, 1350080, (2013).
3)“String black hole: Can it be a particle accelerator?,” S.
Fernando, Accepted to be published in General Relativity and
Gravitation 46, (2014)
4)“Nariai black holes with quintessence,” S. Fernando, Modern
Physics Letters A Vo.28 No 40 13550189 (2013)

2)“Nariai black holes in the dilaton-de Sitter universe,” S.
Fernando, submitted to Modern Physics Letters A, January 2014

STUDENT PRESENTATIONS

Tyler Clark, presenting
a poster at the
Celebration of Research
at NKU (2014) with
the title, “Quasinormal modes of a spin
0 particle around a
black hole with massive
gravity”
Physics, Geology and Engineering Technology |
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Celebration 2014 Poster Presentations
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
MUSSAB ALGHAMDI, ABDULKHALIQ ALZAHRANI
Development of a Smart Leveling System for Residential
Buildings
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): SEYED ALLAMEH, PHYSICS &
GEOLOGY
Abstract: Using Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS)
sensors, a smart leveling system has been developed to help
re-level houses that have been damaged by earthquakes or by
weak foundation. It comprises actuators to raise beams and
sensors to measure the degree of inclination. A microprocessor
monitors the inclination angles of the beams and actuates the
actuators at the appropriate rate.

ABDULRAHMAN ALSHAMMARI,
ABDULRAHMAN SHANAWAZ, HAIF ALQAHTANI,
RAKAN ALAHMADI
Development of a Smart Autonomous Lawnmower for
Household Applications
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): SEYED ALLAMEH,
PHYSICS & GEOLOGY; MORTEZA SADAT HOSSIENY,
PHYSICS & GEOLOGY
Abstract: Automated vacuum cleaner robots have been
around for some time now; however, no similar device is
available on the market for mowing lawns. This study is focused
on the development of a smart autonomous lawn mower that
can cut grass in a fenced yard. The smart lawn mower moves
in a route that follows the contours of the fence in a spiral
path that ends at the center of the lawn. This is achieved by
automating a riding lawn mower using appropriate actuators.
The vehicle is then equipped with proximity sensors that
provide position data used to maintain the path.

ELIZABETH REEVES, ZACKERY BISCHOFF,
ELLA BECKMAN
Growth of Mixed Diatoms in a Household Biodiesel System
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): SEYED ALLAMEH,
PHYSICS & GEOLOGY; MIRIAM STEINITZ-KANNAN,
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Abstract: A new Biofuel Production System has been
developed. It utilizes wastewater to grow algae in nutritionrich environment. Addition of a natural mix of diatoms added
to the growth media is followed by a time-regulated harvest
and crush of diatoms. Extraction and separation of lipid from
liquid, and its conversion into biodiesel ensues. The separated
liquid, rich in silica and nutrition, is then returned to the
growth media tank where it is recycled. Growth culture is
aerated to enrich its CO2 content and the growth chamber
is illuminated to receive light, both of which are essential for
growth of algae.
8 | Physics, Geology and Engineering Technology

HASSAN KHUSHEIM
Effect of Environmental Factors on the Mechanical Behavior
of Al foam struts
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): SEYED ALLAMEH, PHYSICS &
GEOLOGY
Abstract: Recent development of a hybrid microtesting
system equipped with a linear stage combined with a piezo
actuator allows dual scale displacement control of small load
frames. Utilizing the multiscale capability of this unique
system, the mechanical properties of aluminum foam struts
have been investigated. The effects of environmental factors
on the mechanical behavior of the strut microsamples have
been investigated at different temperature and moisture
levels. The preliminary results of the tests are presented and
the implications on the use of such foams in load bearing
applications are elucidated.

GEOLOGY
SARAH LOTT, SARAH JONES,
NATHANIEL SHIELDS
Using Electrical Resistivity to Locate Unknown Sections of
Mammoth Cave
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): THOMAS BRACKMAN, PHYSICS &
GEOLOGY
Abstract: Electrical Resistivity is a non-invasive,
subsurface surveying method that has never been used
before on Mammoth Cave National Park. Two Electrical
Resistivity arrays were conducted and found roughly 300
feet of nonnegotiable passageway, with possibly 1200 feet
more to be discovered. The purpose of this research is to use
a noninvasive geophysical method to locate unknown sections
of The River Styx at Mammoth Cave. The goal is to add to
the overall geographic model of Mammoth Cave to determine
connections to other cave passages, preserving a fragile world
heritage site for future generations.

JARED TOPIE, CATHERINE SOSSO,
RACHEL DELANY, SCOTT WILSON
Optimum Array Selection Using Earth Imager 2-D Survey
Planner
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): THOMAS BRACKMAN , PHYSICS &
GEOLOGY
Abstract: The recent sinkhole collapse at the Corvette
Museum in Bowling Green, KY has shed light on a problem
facing any building located in an active karst region. Electrical
Resistance Tomography has been proven to be a perfect tool
to detect hidden sinkholes. We propose to select the most
optimum array type to detect a sinkhole. Four survey arrays
will be modeled; Wenner, Schlumberger, Dipole-Dipole, and

Dipole-Dipole Inverse Schlumberger. A comparison of each
subsurface model will be carried out and the optimum array
selected. This optimum array can then be implemented in the
field for sinkhole detection.

PHYSICS
TYLER CLARK
Quasi-normal modes of a spin 0 particle around a black
hole with massive gravity
Abstract: In this project, we have studied the quasinormal mode frequencies (QNM) of a black hole with massive
gravity due to scalar perturbations. The QNM frequencies are
computed by varying the mass M, the massive gravity index l,
and the spherical harmonic index l. Studies are also included
on massive scalar field modes. Comparisons are done with
the QNM frequencies of the black hole with massless gravity
which is the Schwarzschild black hole.

JESSICA KERBY
Exploration of the Effective Area of CREST Instrument
FACULTY SPONSOR (S): SCOTT NUTTER, PHYSICS &
GEOLOGY
Abstract: The Cosmic Ray Electron Synchrotron
Telescope, CREST, is a balloon-borne experiment that detects
high-energy cosmic rays comprised of electrons with energies
greater than 2 TeV. These electrons are difficult to detect
directly, so CREST instead detects the synchrotron photons
generated by these electrons in the Earth’s magnetic field.
This method of indirect detection causes the effective area
of the instrument to appear larger than its actual area. With
GPS data of the flight path of the balloon, this quantity
is explored as a function of energy, altitude, and location
through Monte Carlo simulations.

Engineering
Technology
Welcomes
3 New Faculty
DR. MAURICIO TORRES, assistant professor
His research interests include manufacturing processes
and enterprise engineering. He received his B.S. in
Business Administration from City University of Sao
Caetano do Sul, his B.S. in Mechanical Industrial
Engineering from Braz Cubas University, Brazil, M.S.
in Engineering Management and Ph.D. in Industrial
and Systems Engineering from Florida International
University.
DR. KASSIANA KOTSIDOU, assistant professor
Her research interests that include Engineering
education, circuit design, simulation, micro-controllers
and embedded systems. She received her M.S.E.E. and
her Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from the University
of Massachusetts.
DR. MARK KESHTVARZ
His research interests include Project Management,
Industrial Engineering Facility Planning. He received
his B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from Jackson State
University, his Master in Industrial Engineering from
North Carolina A&T State University and ABD (Ph.D)
in Industrial Engineering from University of Cincinnati.

Engineering News
NKU MMET Major Receives Dream Award Scholarship
NKU freshman mechanical and manufacturing
engineering technology major Luis Loza received a
Scholarship American Dream Award offered by Katie
Couric. The award is one of 12 given nationwide, and is
funded from proceeds from Couric’s book. He and the
other finalists were filming the ABC talk show “Katie”
when all 12 were announced as winners. Depending on
need, the awards range from $5,000-$15,000 per year
until graduation.

From left: Mauricio Torres, Morteza Sadat-Hossieny,
Mark Keshtvarz, Seyed Allameh, Harold Wiebe,
Kassiani Kotsidou
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2014 Colorado Field Course

From top to bottom: Turkey Creek, Dakota Hogback, Six-Mile Fold, Great Sand Dunes NP, Collegiate Range, Chalk Cliffs
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Engineering Technology Graduates
SUMMER 2013
Abdulaziz Alanazi, BS

Moath Almanna, BS

Abdullah Alsheibi, BS

Omar Albassam, BS

Hussain Almohammed Ali, BS

Mohanned Kamal, BS

Omar Alhelal, BS

FALL 2013
Ali Al Alhareth, BS

Mohammed Hamad J. Almarri, BS

Khalid Bawajeeh, BS

Aziz Alajam, BS

Rakan Almarri, BS

Zach Burris, BS

Abdullah Alashour, BS

Yaqoob Almeshri, BS

Aleksandar Dzaferagic, BS

Mansur Alharbe, BS

Jawad Al Modawi, BS

Aaron Egan, BS

Hani Alharbi, BS

Fahad Salem Almutairi, BS

Jack Friedly, BS

Abdulelah Sulaiman E. Al Ghubain, BS

Motaz Alsamnan, BS

Craig Jones, BS

Alawi Yousef Al Yousef, BS

Mesfer Alyami, BS

Brittany Lewin, BS

Saeed Khaled AlAmoudi, BS

Ahmed Ali M. Alzahrani, BS

Amr Najjar, BS

Abubakr Aldossary, BS

Saud Alzahrani, BS

Brandon Powell, BS

Hussain Saeed Alghamdi, BS

Mishary Al-Dulaijan, BS

William Rhorer, BS

Homoud Alhomoud, BS

Rayan Al-Safrani, BS

Nabeel Shian, BS

Abdulrahman Alibrahim, BS

Abdullah Bakhsh, BS

Carrie Willis, BS

Ali Alkhumairi, BS

SPRING 2014
Abdullah Alfouraih, BS

Abdullah Aljoaib, BS

Abdulrahman Badwailan, BS

Mohammed Al Najar, BS

Abbas Alnajrani, BS

Ammar Basoudan, BS

Mussab Alghamdi, BS

Abdullah Mohammed Alotaibi, BS

Ella Beckman, BS

Habib Alghazwi, BS

Meshari Dleeam Alqahtani, BS

Nicholas Bertke, BS

Fawaz Ali S. Alharbi, BS

Naeef Alqurashi, BS

Nicholas Devore, BS

Majid Aljishi, BS

Baqer Alsaihati, BS

Hassan Khusheim, BS

Mohammed Aljomayah, BS

Meshal Alsayed, BS

Jared Leick, BS

Hussam Al Rashdi, BS

Abdulrahman Alshammari, BS

Eike Lohrbach, BS

Basel Al Sayel, BS

Abdulaziz Alsuayyid, BS

Andrew Miller, BS

Hamad Alerq, BS

Sulaiman Altalidi, BS

Glen Shafer, BS

Waleed Alghamdi, BS

Moayed Altaweel, BS

Abdulrahman Shanawaz, BS

Mohammad Nafea Alharbi, BS

Hamad Hussein Al Qahtani, BS

Jacob Wehage, BS

Abdulhadi Alhawsawi, BS

Mubarak Alzahrani, BS

Donald Willmoth , BS
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Support the Physics, Geology
and Engineering Technology Programs
The excellence of our academic program depends on your support. Private giving plays
an increasingly important role in our ability to recruit and retain outstanding students
and faculty. For more information about how you can support the NKU Department
of Physics and Geology please contact http://giveto.nku.edu

Department of Physics and Geology
is on the Web!
at pget.nku.edu
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